
CLASSICAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTAL 
PERFORMANCE, MA 

Program name/academic level: Classical Musical Instrumental Performance, MA

 

 

Institution: University of Debrecen 

 

Faculty: Faculty of Music 

 

Starting date: September/February 

 

Language requirements: English language proficiency (TOEFL 547 /IELTS 6.0 /oral examination) 

 

Academic requirements: Bachelor of Art (BA) qualification in the field of future MA Music studies. 

 

Duration: 4 semesters 

  

ECTS credits: 120 

 

Short description:  

To educate musicians who - with their performing skills, 

theoretical knowledge, and highly developed musical abilities - enrich and spread Hungarian and 

European music culture.  

Classical Instrumental Performance: 

- piano artist                       

- organ artist 

- guitar artist 

- flute artist 

- oboe artist 



- clarinet artist 

- trumpet artist 

- French-horn artist 

- percussion artist 

 

Field and Branch of Studies: artistic 

Level of Studies:  master 

Period of Studies: 4 semesters 

Number of Credits Required for Diploma: 120 

 

Requirements for attached musical practice: 

Performing at concerts and taking part in masterclasses, as assigned by the curriculum. 

 

Requirements for foreign language competence: 

To obtain Master�s Degree a certificate of a complex (oral + written) B2 level language exam (or an 

equivalent high school certificate) is needed. Competence of the terminology of the field of studies 

as assigned in the curriculum.  

 

See the entrance requirements here. 

 

Classical Voice   

 

- opera 

- oratorio- and lied singing 

 

Field and branch of studies: artistic 

Level of studies: master 

Period of studies: 4 semesters 

Number of credits required for diploma: 120 

 

Requirements for attached musical practice: 

Performing at concerts, acting on stage, role plays and taking part in masterclasses. 

 

Requirements for foreign language competence: 

http://www.edu.unideb.hu/tartalom/downloads/Classical%20Instrumental%20Performance.pdf


To obtain Master�s Degree a certificate of a complex (oral + written) B2 level language exam (or an 

equivalent high school certificate) is needed. Competence of the terminology of the field of studies 

as assigned in the curriculum.  

 

See the entrance requirements here. 

 

Conducting   

 

Wind orchestra conducting branch:  

 

Field and branch of studies: artistic 

Level of studies: master 

Period of studies: 4 semesters 

Number of credits required for diploma: 120 

 

Requirements for attached musical practice: 

Performing at concerts and taking part in masterclasses, as assigned by the curriculum. 

 

Requirements for foreign language competence: 

To obtain Master�s Degree a certificate of a complex (oral + written) B2 level language exam (or an 

equivalent high school certificate) is needed. Competence of the terminology of the field of studies 

as assigned in the curriculum.  

 

See the entrance requirements here.   

 

Choir 

http://www.edu.unideb.hu/tartalom/downloads/Classical%20Voice.pdf
http://www.edu.unideb.hu/tartalom/downloads/Conducting.pdf
http://www.edu.unideb.hu/tartalom/downloads/Conducting.pdf
http://www.edu.unideb.hu/tartalom/downloads/Conducting.pdf


Conducting   

 

Field and branch of studies: artistic 

Level of studies: master 

Period of studies: 4 semesters 

Number of credits required for diploma: 120 

 

Requirements for attached musical practice: 

Performing at concerts and taking part in masterclasses, as assigned by the curriculum. 

 

Requirements for foreign language competence: 

To obtain Master�s Degree a certificate of a complex (oral + written) B2 level language exam (or an 

equivalent high school certificate) is needed. Competence of the terminology of the field of studies 

as assigned in the curriculum.  

 

See the entrance requirements here.  

  

Tuition Fee: 8.500 USD/year 

 

One time fees: application fee 150 USD, entrance procedure fee 350 USD 

 

http://www.englishstudies.sci.unideb.hu/images/documents/EntrChoirConducting.pdf
http://www.englishstudies.sci.unideb.hu/images/documents/EntrChoirConducting.pdf

